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Pest Prevention Checklist

1000 Van Ness Ave. San Francisco, CA, 94109

Inspected on September 16, 2016 3:36 PM | Report Created on January 24, 2017 11:06 AM

SF Property Advisors
548 Market St.

San Francisco, CA 94104

Overview
General Comments Property needs intervention!

Exterior

Items Ye
s

N
o Notes

Pest Prevention

Score

Are gutters clean

and free of debris?

Accumulation of decaying leaves left over from autumn
0/1

Do doors seal

tightly against

thresholds?

Weather stripping replaced on 05/18

1/1

Are gaps between

trim and siding

sealed?

1/1

Have trees and/or

shrubs been

trimmed back from

exterior walls?

Date of last trimming: 10/16

1/1

Is the foundation

free from cracks or

holes?

Crack in NW corner

0/1

Is the porch

screening intact?

Ripped screening on south-facing porch window
0/1
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Items Ye
s

N
o Notes

Pest Prevention

Score

Are structures free

from wood-to-soil

contact points?

1/1

Are eaves,

conclaves and/or

outdoor light

ixtures free of

wasp/bee nests?

0/1

Is the trash area

clean?
0/1

Is the picnic area

clean?
1/1

Is the property

clear of standing

water?

Standing water accrues in parking area

0/1

Is vegetation

growth in control?
1/1

Are landscape

sprinklers free of

leaks?

1/1

Is air conditioning

condensation

draining properly?

1/1

Are crawl spaces

covered by intact

plastic sheeting?

1/1

Are wood piles

elevated from soil

and as far as

possible from

structures?

1/1

Are wood

structures and

piles free from

accumulations of

wood pellets,

insect wings or

mud tubes?

1/1

Items Pests Notes

Pest Prevention

Score

Are pests present? Mosquitos Mosquitos, hornets' nest 0

Items Ye
s

N
o Notes

Pest Prevention

Score

Is follow-up

needed?

Immediate needs: hornets' nest removal, ix porch screen, deep clean trash area,

eliminate standing water

Other: seal crack in foundation, get gutters cleaned

0/1
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s

N
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Exterior Total: 11/18

Photos

Are gutters clean and free of debris? Is the foundation free from cracks or

holes?

Is the porch screening intact? Are eaves, conclaves and/or outdoor

light ixtures free of wasp/bee nests?

Is the trash area clean? Is the property clear of standing

water?

Entry

Items Ye
s

N
o Notes

Pest Prevention

Score

Is there a

noticeable odor?
1/1

Is there unsealed

food, pet food or

water left in the

open?

0/1

Are there insect or

rodent fecal stains

on carpeting/

loor?

0/1

Are shed insect

skins present?
0/1

Are there larvae or

droppings in

closet(s)?

1/1

Are paper

products chewed

or shredded?

0/1
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Never let pests become a problem on your properties. HappyCo’s Business Intelligence 

(BI) dashboards give you the visibility you need to effectively prevent and respond to pest 

infestations across your portfolio.

Learn more about Happy BI at happy.co/solutions/happy-bi

Actionable Insights

https://happy.co/solutions/happy-bi
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Exterior
Items Yes No Notes

Are gutters clean and free of debris?

Do doors seal tightly against thresholds?

Are gaps between trim and siding sealed?

Have trees and/or shrubs been trimmed back from 

exterior walls?

Is the foundation free from cracks or holes?

Is the porch screening intact?

Are structures free from wood-to-soil contact points?

Are eaves, enclaves and/or outdoor light fixtures free of 

wasp/bee nests?

Is the trash area clean?

Is the picnic area clean?

Is the property clear of standing water?

Is vegetation growth in control?

Are landscape sprinklers free of leaks?

Is air conditioning condensation draining properly?

Are crawl spaces covered by intact plastic sheeting?

Are wood piles elevated from soil and as far as possible 

from structures?

Are wood structures and piles free from accumulations of 

wood pellets, insect wings or mud tubes?

Are pests present? Which?

Is follow-up needed?

Inspection Details
Name & Company:

Date of Inspection:

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Entry
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are there larvae or droppings in closet(s)?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring or ceiling?

Is weather stripping missing?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Have used appliances and/or furniture been inspected 

before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Does the attic door seal properly? 

Are pests present? Which?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Family Room
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Have used appliances and/or furniture been inspected 

before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Dining Room
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring or ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Has used furniture been inspected before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Kitchen
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Is there any unsealed or leaking food or debris in the 

cabinet(s) or pantry?

Are there larvae or droppings in cupboard(s), cabinet(s) 

or pantry?

Are there lines of ants on baseboards, countertops or sills?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring or ceiling?

Is exhaust vent stuck open to the outdoors?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing or other evidence of pests under 

appliances or furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Are faucet, refrigerator or other potential sources of 

moisture leaking?

Have used appliances and/or furniture been inspected 

before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Bedroom 1
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Has used furniture been inspected before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Are small blood stains or dark droppings detected in, on 

or around mattress(es)? Check seams

Are there leaks or other sources of moisture?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Bedroom 2
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Has used furniture been inspected before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Are small blood stains or dark droppings detected in, on 

or around mattress(es)? Check seams

Are there leaks or other sources of moisture?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Bedroom 3
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Has used furniture been inspected before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Are small blood stains or dark droppings detected in, on 

or around mattress(es)? Check seams

Are there leaks or other sources of moisture?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?
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Bathroom
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Are faucets, sinks, toilets, shower heads or other sources 

of moisture leaking?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?
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Living Room
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Have used appliances and/or furniture been inspected 

before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?
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Common Areas
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Is there silk webbing in or under furniture?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Are faucets leaking?

Have used appliances and/or furniture been inspected 

before installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Garage/Carport
Items Yes No Notes

Does door close "loosely," leaving openings on sides, 

bottom or top?

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on the floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

https://happy.co/solutions/
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Laundry
Items Yes No Notes

Is there a noticeable odor?

Is there unsealed food, pet food or water left in the 

open?

Are there insect or rodent fecal stains on carpeting/floor?

Are shed insect skins present?

Does dryer vent stick open?

Is there evidence of pests under the washer or dryer?

Are paper products chewed or shredded?

Does the floor appear to need vacuuming/mopping?

Are there gaps or cracks in wall(s), window sill(s), 

baseboard, flooring, ceiling?

Are there tears or holes in window screen(s)?

Are there tears or holes in door screen(s)?

Does any wood show signs of gnawing or damage?

Are there signs of wasps or bees nesting in light fixtures 

or corners?

Are faucets leaking?

Have used appliances been inspected before 

installation?

Is there audible scampering?

Is there audible humming/buzzing?

Are pests present?

Is follow-up needed?

Residents
Items Yes No Notes

Are any residents or staff allergic to wasp or bee stings?
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